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World exhibitions glorify the exchangeualwe of the comtnodity. Thqt a'eate a

framaaork inwhich its use vqlwe recedes into the b ackground. Thqt op en a phan-
tasmagoriawhich aperson entersin ordet'tobe distracted. The entet"tainment
industry makesthis easier!ry elevatingthepet"sontothelevel ofthe commodity.

Walter Benjamin, Ihe Arcades Prcjecl

lll the last few years, a new flgure of dis-
course that seeks to analyze the impact
of global capitalism and media technol-
ogy on contemporary culture has asser-ted

that the conditions ofglobalization produce new maps, orientations, cultural econ-
omies, institutional networks, identities, and social formations. Their scale not only
delimits the distance between here and there, West and non-West, developed and
underdeveloped, but also, by the depth of its penetration, embodies a new vision
ofglobal totality and a concept ofmodernitythat dissolves the old paradigm ofthe
nation-state, replacing it instead with the numbing logic of spectacular capitalism.
In this sense Guy Debord was quite correct to think of capitaiist logic and its effects
on modern social relations as the "immense accumulation of spectacles."'However,
there are ways inwhich one can deviate from Debord's classic analysis of capitalistic
spectacle by looking penetratingly at other discourses ofspectacle that are the exact
obverse ofthis conclusion; this essaywill address these discourses later on.

The putative discourse around globalization-particuiarly in relation to modern
and contemporary art as they are embedded in museums, models of large-scale in-
ternational exhibitions, the culture industry etc.z-are carried through and through
by the same systems of rationalization to be found in the neoliberal market logic of
spectacular capitalism. Such systems of rati.onaTization not only have an economic
dimension, but they are also expressed within a political and cultural discourse of
homogenization and integration of the dominant culture industry. It is here that
models of large-scale exhibitions and modern and contemporary museums have
come to see their programs and projects of the global integration of recalcitrant mo-
dernity challenged. Such challenges have come to articulate the notion that the con-
ditions under which cultural and artistic productions to day are made, and the com-
plexity ofinstitutional discourses that mediate their circulation and insertion into
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broader global networks, face the risk of homogenization when placed ltttotowithin
the ideology of 91oba1 capitalism. On the other hand, there 1s the view that sees in the

globalization ofcontemporary art a great and necessary development oflate moder-

nity into a sphere ofgreater inclusion ofartistic practices that extend the discourse

of modernism. Such extension is also seen to mediate the hlstorical relationship be-

tween the classical aesthetic language ofEuropean high modernism and those other

modernisms that offer a differential interpretation of what is modern in modern art'

Yet what this discourse has so far not made clear is: to what end? Or does the dis-

course around the globalization of arl, museums' exhibitions, academies, universi-

ties, and theirvarious industries return us to the cyrical absorption and integration

of a range of counter-hegemonic contemporary practices and cultures that seek to

highlight the crucial factors ofdifference, experimental cultures, and recalcitrant no-

tions ofartinto an alreadywell-honed system of differentiation andhomogenization?

If u.e are to have any meaningful debate about the nature of this venture around glo-

balization and art, we would do well to remind ourselves that the historical transfor-

mation currently underway must not simply be seen as merely a fanciful notion that

impedes serious thinking about the very nature of ait, but a transformation whose

potential dehistoricizlng, delegitimizing import is yet to be taken fu1l measure of.

Ifglobalization has opened up new axes ofcontestation in which a number ofantin-
omles have become apparent, antigiobalization discourses, unlike the o1d debates of
postmodernist critique of grand narratives, have supplemented a discourse that was

always about the negotlation of knowledge and power with a radical rethinking of
the deleterious effects ofglobal capitalism's lack ofrecognition ofsuch negotlations'

especiallywithin the fie1d of art. According to Pierre Bourdieu,

Theliteraty or artisticfieldis afield offorces ,butitis also afield ofstruggles
tendingto transfonn or consewe this feld of forces. The network of objectite

relqti,ns between positions subtends aixd ol,ients the strategies which the oc-

cupalxts of the dffirent p}sitions ilnplelnent in their sh"uggles to defend or im-
prote tlteir positions (i.e., their" position-takings), strategies which dependfor

tlteir force and fotm on the position each agent occLtpies in the power relations

lt"apports deforcel.3



Within the fleid of modern and contemporary afi, we are locked in this tension of
rapports deforce.

Today antiglobalizatlon has been derisively-often through ideological inten-
tions-constmcted as antimoder-n, nationalist, anti-Western, and archaic subaltern
impulses. Conversely, any embi"ace of the potentialities of globalization as a means
of broadening the space of international participation across a range of cultural,
social, and political spheres has been decried as a neoliberal, capitalist attempt to
assimilate into the West non-Western spaces and subjectivities. Even where the
spaces of inclusion are mutually and dialectically embraced across the borders of
ethnic, racial, cultural, gender, and sexual difference, the pull ofand pressure to hold
on to the coordinates and demands ofcertain identiflcations remain strong. For cer-
tain there are no easy answers to these oppositions. Still, it is possible to look at the
issues, as I shail try to do in the rest of this essay, from the perspective of a number
of structurai and philosophical differentiations within which we can understand the
current discourse of moderniry contemporary art, and globalization.

There are tr,vo models of thinking about the present situation. On the one hand,
there is a vigorous expansion of museum and exhibition programs as well as aca-
demic curricula in order to rethink standard art historical views of modernism and
contemporary art, as well as to integrate cultures hitherto thought marginal to the
intellectual economy of Western modernism. On the other, there remains a staunch
resistance to such a critical rapprochement between classical Western modernity
and its counterpart in developing material economies of the non-West. Recently,
there have been several retreats into academic highhandedness, through specious
historical denunciations on the matter of differential modes of modernity and con-
temporary artistic practices that strongly resist inclusion in the center of Occiden-
talist discourse. Such denunciations have made their claims through recourse to
what amounts to a theology of modernism propagated from the peculiar view of the
Western avant-garde, but without situating that avant-garde within the larger, com-
plex political determinations of colonialism and imperialism that made it possible.
Increasingly, a number ofinfluential historians andjournals, through recourse to
notions such as medium specificity, post-mediumness, artistic autonomy, institu-
tional critique, anistic pafiicularity, and so on, have encouraged this Occidentalist
reiteration of modernity and art with very little said about the historical conditions
under which art is produced and practiced throughout the entire modern period.
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Yet itwould be futile in this debate (without necessarily making any easy concesslon

as to the value ofthe global) not to recognize that much ofwhat has been constituted

as the fact ofglobalization, as the historical rupture par excellence' has done little
to help us understand those historical conditions under which the labor of art and

culture is manifested. However, the presumption that globalization and its alliance

with market liberalism and politics brings us further aiong the road in the long ardu-

ous march towards modernity is today kept in check by a number of oppositional

activities and critical negotiations that have recentiy arisen to force new debates

about its disciplinary and institutional efficacy. I sha1l mention only briefly two ar-

eas aroundwhich these debates arebeingwaged. One is in the domain ofthe cultural

and social production ofidentity. The other is in the political and economic area of

democratic rights, national sovereignry and economic self-determination.

For metropolltan audiences the most visible of the struggles around globalization is

often seen in the mediated activities of a loose network of social moVements, labor

and environmental organizations, and NGOs (what I shall call the Porto Allegre con-

tingent), and through antiglobalization marches such as those recentlywitnessed in

Genoa, Seattle, Prague, and Montreal.a But there are yet other views of such strug-

gles, ,,Third worldist" in their perspective, only nominally antiglobal,s and much

more sophisticated insofar as they are embedded in historically determined analysis

ofglobal regimes and are above all concerned with questions ofjustice and socio-po-

litical,economic agency. This second phalanx of struggle attacks globalization from

the point of view of its attempt at hegemonic control over vast areas and systems of

production and knowledge (whereby those "everyday users," as Michel de Certeau

cal1s them, are systemically disadvantaged and deprived of the means to assert thelr

agencf). If we add another point of view from the "Third woridist" position, we see

the rigorous critique ofglobalization as antidemocratic, especially in its ideological

support offorces ofliberal market capitalism that continually seek to harness g1o-

balization's surplus value, forever increasingproflt motive whiie failingthe simplest

test ofcitizenship, transparency, and ecological responsibiliry. one example is Ken

Saro-Wiwa's MOSOP movement (Movement for the Suruival of the Ogoni People' '

directed against the shameful conduct of Shell Petroleum in the oil flelds of Nige-

ria and its complicity in the murder and intimidation, as weil as the suppression' c

the democratic rights of their opponents. The other example is the union carbic.

tragedy in Bhopal, India. There are, in fact, countless examples that clearly shc-';'

the horrific conduct of global corporatist exploitation of developing economt..
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from Nike's sweatshops to pharmaceutical companies'expropriation of indigenous
knowledge without paying coplrights.

In these debates, it requires only a cursory probe to see that within the defining fea-
tures of globalization, with its apotropaic promises, are inscribed a range of antino-
mies. Some of these antinomies are historical, based on a disequilibrium of power
and material resources, while others are built around careful cultural reflexes that
manifest themselves in the form of resistance to the hegemonic force of suprana-
tional global forums controlled by the forces ofindustrial and technological capi-
talism. It needs to be noted, as well, the degree to which resistance from within the
institutions of the West to other forms of knowledge inscribes another level of an-
tinomy. Likewise, the imagined communityT of global culture, seen from the point
ofview of newtransnational artistic communities, forms of global exhibition enter-
prises, and museums, and telegraphed through the networks ofglobal exchange and
reception systems such as the media, is no less fraught with these antinomies, satu-
rated as they are with forms of institutional governmentality that constantly obvi-
ate the possibility ofinterpretive regimes that can allow new insights ofthe cultural
complexity of the globalpresent to emerge within the spaces of art and culture.

But must contemporary culture and an and the discursive as well as the market-
orientated sites in which they are produced, reproduced, marketed, or exhibited
be subjected to and put into the service of enunciating the radical shift in paradigm
increasingly apparent in the complex, systemic delocalizations of capital, labor
flows, markets, and technologies of communication and mediation ("between the
Net and the Self"8) that globalization is said to have engendered? How do institu-
tions of an integrate the slower, more critical cultural shifts that arrive in the wake
of these transnational, denationalized, global transfor-rnations? Where does the fi-
nal arbitration about the status ofthe work ofart occur today, especially in view of
the bourgeoning and ever more diversifled range ofoptions that exist in quite prolix
forms of curatorial procedures in museums and exhibition spaces, media, catalogue
historiography, commercial galleries and auction houses, private collections, and
informal economies of an? These questions serve to articulate the critical riftwe are
witnessingtodaywithin the proliferating systems of contemporaryart. Equally, they
reveal a space ofinstability as the contemporary art arena expands, tracing, as they
mutate, the complex mechanisms of translation and interpretation that exist in the
domain of various institutional forms of modern an (the museum and the academy
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being two long-standing examples). In the end, ifthe fact ofglobalization, as is of-

ten pronounced, is the unhinging ofthe proscriptions ofinstitutional modernism by

mobilizing new artistic thoughts, practices, and conditions of production, we see le-

vered into reliefthe central problematics that shadow and foreshadow the anxieties

of the present anistic context within which a range of actors-curators. exhibitions,

museums, collectors, media, market-perform.

It is my intention to explore some of the under$ing problems that arise at the junc-

ture where global capitalism and the cultural intersect. I am primarily concerned

here with analyzing the nature of the museum and mega-exhibitions today. To do so'

I will first focus on three broad areas-the market, institutions, and the media-in
order to examine the impact of the three on a range of subsystems within the con-

temporary artistic framework such as exhibition models, curating, artistic practice'

and epistemes of contempo rary art. This analysis will then fold back to articulate

how each of these systems and subsystems exist in the present social, cultural, and

political climate within which contemporary art functions. Finally, the remaining

pan of this essaywill be situated within atheoretical reflection on modernity.
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I SllllL begin with a general look at large

international exhibitions of contempo-
rury arl and the recent discourses that
analyze their present proliferation. In the
summer of r997,I was a participant in a

three-day conference organized by the
Rockefeller Foundation and Arts Inter-
national (both institutions are headquar-

tered in NewYork) on the subject of large-

scale international exhibitions, including

biennials. The conference was convened with the tacit hope of understanding the

critical shifts being initiated within the context of the mega-exhibition's structures

and global dimension. Held in a beautiful villa sltuated on top of a small cliffthat
overlooksthe smallnorthern Italiantown of Bellagio onLake Como,withthe Italian

Alps hovering on the horizon, it was an edifying place to be secluded to think and

work through the travails of contemporary art and the alarmingly mutating map



(some would protest) of the international an economy. The very notation of muta-
tion strikes me, though, as highiy suggestive of the kind of disorder that systems of
knowledge that have been the bedrock of Western imperialism have been plunged
intowhen confrontedwiththe criticalvalues of otherforms ofknowledge. However,
I would prefer not to speak ofeither mutation or disorder but ofthe transnational-
lzation, translocalization, and denationalization ofthe international contemporary
art economy. This was most clearly delineated by the diversity of the speakers at the
conference, who came from Sdo Pau1o, Venice, Istanbul, Dakar, Perth, Pittsburgh,
CostaRica, Havana,Austin, Sydney, Bangkok,Johannesburg, andmanyotherplaces.

This chieffocus ofthe conference was to raise questions and articulate the new de-
mands on cultural and artistic production as theybecame more and more unhinged
from the stable ground oflocal sites (the nation-state) and turned into increasingly
transnational endeavors. And here I should like to say that such endeavors were not
only anistic, but political, social, and economic as well. The formation of an itiner-'
ant phalanx ofartistic strategies and curatorial concepts that respond directlyto this
shift in global capltalist and media logic required forms of critical analysis that could
properly understand their significance and hopefully recode the complex dialectics
betweenglobalization andthe longprocess ofmodemizationtowards market-based
economies on the course of which much of the developingworld has been set since
the ear$ days of decolonization. Furthermore, what such an analysis would seek to
comprehend is the impact on institutional practices, inboththeWest and non-West,
as contemporary art expanded into the domain of the neollberal global market.

One important point that dominated the deliberations was the relationship between
multiculturalism, multiethnic metropolitan identities, local cultures that have few
cosmopolitan attachments except in terrns ofrelations ofpower and production, and
the circulatorylogic ofcapital, aswell as,finally,the spatial andtemporal disjunctures
that 1ie at the heart ofmoderniry especially as expressed through different filters of
coloniai and postcolonial discourses. It was a rare opportunity to debate many ofthe
cmcial issues around which contemporary art, exhibitions, museums, and art acad-

emies were being defined and to see them ful1y caught in a transitional and transna-
tional nexus. Suffice it to say that there was no conclusion reached at the conference,
except the promise we a1l made to each other about how important it was to meet
again. And, indeed, we have met again and again as the wild spiral of new biennials or
forms ofbiennials have enteredthe global framework. I shall not give a count of how
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many such exhibitions presently exist. But I'm sure they run into the hundreds.

In its expansionist mode, as well as in its insatiable propensity to absorb even the
most arcane of artistic grammars and scales of production, biennials have come to
exemplifu not only imponant scenes of cultural translation and transnational en-

counters between artists, art markets, institutions, and various professionals, but
also a negative impression ofits form as an agora ofspectacle has come to define
its relationship to art. While this tendency towards spectacularization and disper-
sion into what Adorno and Horkheimer defined as the culture industry may be true,
it nonetheless requires further explication to make obvious the fact that not all bi-
ennials function according to a logic of spectacle. Even if they wish to, limitations
in economic and institutional circumstances militate against their move into being
purveyors of spectacle. In truth, most biennials, particularly those working in and

addressing specific artistic contexts, oftentimes work as low-budget, modest proj-
ects. Within that kind of framework, the scale of the works is usually more modest,
portable, and intimate, while the appearance of site-speciflc works and that of the
exhibitions seem rather improvisational and often compensatory. Making these
distinctions still does not give us a full picture of the motivations behind the expo-
nential increase in large-scale international exhibitions, whose chief attribute is the
heterogeneiry ofstrategies and objects they assemble.

I would like to examine some of the reasons why a new global culture ofbiennials has

emerged at this historical juncture. I shall be brief. To do so, I wili largelyblpass dis-
cussions that have made ofbiennials the descendants ofa genus known as the world
exhibition. I wili also not evoke what is believed to be its prehistory in the accumula-
tions of so-calTedWwnderkamme?-rL. My interest is in the present historical context.
Whybiennials?
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lF we exclude the Venice Biennial and Carnegie Interna-
tional in Pittsburgh, most if not a1l large-scale, cyclical
exhibitions that currently exist within the international
framework are largely post-world War II activities. Of
these, I have been interested in the degree to which the
desire to establish such an exhibition forum has been



-nformed by responses to events connected to traumatic historical r-uptures. Docu-
:nenta, and more recently the Gwangiu Biennial in South Korea and the Johannes-
:urg Bienniai in South Africa, exemplifli such institutions. The founding of these
:hree institutions closely mlrrors the political and social transitions of each of the
;ountries where they are situated. In the case ofDocumenta, the critical signpost
-s Gemany's post-World War II attempt to rebuiid the basis of its destroyed civil
society as well as the aftistic and intellectual communities depopulated by the Nazi
:logroms that led to the exile and death of many important thinkers and leaders of
:he avant-garde. The Gwangju and Johannesburg biennials were both founded dur-
ing critical moments in the political and social transitions of South Korea and South

-lfrica respectively. For South Korea, it was the turn to democracy after years of
:epressive military dictatorships, and for South Africa, it was the end of apartheid.
These events signified to the rest of the world that the ground for the work of the
:magination, as a fundamental part of society in transition towards democracy and
;he development of newconcepts of the citizen, is an important pan ofthe transition.
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RtCEllTtY, while waiting my turn at a bar-
bershop in Brookll'n, New York, I hap-
pened to cast a glance at a publicity bill
pinned up on a wall with the heading
"Black Inventors." On the chan was list-
ed every conceivable invention one can

thlnk of, from the toothpick and the ironing board to stabilizing instruments for the
space shuttle, airplane engines, computer hardware, etc. But the entries that caught
mv attention were the first four on the 1ist. They read as follows: culture = African,
alphabet = African (Eg1pt), writing = African (EgpO, paper = African. Having lived
in the United States for twenty years, I was fairly familiar with the ways through
rvhich many African-Americans assert their sense of cultural worth in response to
\\restern cultural marginalization. From the days of slaverythrough the height ofthe
Cir''il Rights Movement to the Black Power Movement, part of the construction of
.\frican-American cultural vaiue and worth is a battle waged on the grounds of the
fanciful ideology of origin. Given the basic historical schlsm between the United
States and its black citizens, I was not surprised, though I was still struck by the deft
deplolment of the entries of the poster, which sought to underline the precondition
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of social visibility for any knowledge-based society. And if Africa is the primai scene

of civilization, having invented culture-the alphabet, writing, and paper-then it
must also be the basis for the ontological construction ofmodernity as such through
a range of inventions which culture, the aiphabet, writing, and paper made possible.
As crude and bombastic as this list may seem, its presumptions are almost identical
to the ways in which Western epistemological thought constitutes the dimensions
ofknowledge-based society as essentially springing from the European imagina-
tion. Here, we can say, is an obvious example of one antinomy of global culture, the
struggle over cultural legitimation.

It is striking then to see through this ideological struggle to establish the prehistory
and history of the modern world, how the text of historical legltimation has been
written out of the bitter imposition of indenture, marginalization, and opposition
to these through counter-hegemonic strategies. I wou1d, therefore, like to offer the
viewthat one consequence ofWestern imperialism and colonialism'is the degree to
which culture and societies seen to be marginal to Western culture have written, out
of the antagonism of European imperial conquest and hegemony, a complex nar-
rative of the human lifeworld. Having started from the Brooklyn barbershop, let us

stay in the contemporary and cosmopolitan Western realm and explore what this
antagonism looks like today from the perspective of someone like Jtirgen Habermas.
Inthe secondvolumeof TheTheoty of CommunicativeActiott, Habermas offers amost
perspicacious viewofthe question of an institutionally determined sense of culture:

Inthepast decade or twl, conflictshaue dnelopedin advancedWestent societ-
ies that dwiateinvariouswaysfrotnthewelfure-statepatteru of institutional-
ized conflict ouer dish'ibwtion. Thry no longerflare up in dotnains of material
reproduction; thqt are no longer channelled throwgh patties and associations;
and thqt can no llnger be allayed by compensations. Ratlxel', these new con'

flicts at ise in domains of cultural reprlduction, social integration, and so-

cialization; they are cat"ried owt in subinstitutional-or at least extraparlia-
mentary-fotnns 0f protest; and the wnderlying deficits reflect a reification of
commwnicqtively structured dotnains of action that will not respond to the me'
dia of monqt andpower. The issueis not primarily one of compensations thqt
the w elfure state can pt'oilde, bwt of defending and restot'ing endangered ways
of life.Inshort,thenrw conflicts are notignitedby distributionproblems but by
questions hauing to do with the grammar offomzs of life.'
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Through Habermas we maythen approach the second antinomy as beingpredicated
on cultural plurality, difference,andquestions concetningtlte gramtnar offonns of life.

We can then say that within the broader discourse of regimes of representation,
decolonization complicates the classical texts ofinternational and global curato-
rial work, the art historical work bound to the institutional domains of the museum
and the academy, and the conception ofthe ideal public. Decolonization reorients
and transforms the priority placed on the productive and representational values,
as well as the multifarious objects, texts, and images of Western artistic modernity.
With decoionization and the emergence of postcolonial states as well as the disper-
sion of many postcolonial subjects to far-flung places, a new figure of the modern
subject in the global metropolitan circuit became much more visible, challenging,
by its mere presence, such Enlightenment concepts as llb ert6, egdlit6, andfratemit1.

For the postcolonial state the pressure to modernize and develop not only the su-
perstructure of the state, but also the substructure of culture became the contem'
porary manual for exiting peripheralization. Nlodernity as such, and the desire
to modernize, that is, to leave behind backwardness, became a tacit agreement to
re-Westernize, to be reintegrated into a neocolonial scheme in the name of prog-
ress, institutional development, and access to technology. It is in light ofthese two
movements-between modernity and modernization-that certain forms of mega-
exhibition and museum can be understood. The Sio Paulo Biennial founded in r95z
certainly offers one key example. Founded by a member of an immigrant Italian fam-
iiy and modeled after the Venice Biennial, the Slo Paulo Biennial was designed to
mediate for a modernizingBrazil the iconography and innovations of the Western
artistic avant-garde and to bring to Brazil historical works of European art so as to
present the view of Brazil's cultural continuity and contiguiry with European cul-
ture. This conceit of cultural continuity and contiguity is an interesting one insofar
as the founder ofthe Bienniai wished to present Brazil in the company of advanced
visual culture and therefore separate it from other Latin-American countries.

One way of understanding the function of the mega-exhibition and museum com-
plex is to think about how they operationalize the discourse of modernity and mod-
ernization in relation to use and exchange value. Even mega-exhibitions in the West
do not exclude themselves from instrumentalizing this discourse of modernity and
modernization. Two recent examples of micromanaging the emergence of global
culture in peripheral locations in Europe as supra-state policy are provided by the

fil
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formation of Manifesta and the idea of the "European Culture Capital," atitle which
cities bid for like the Olympic Games in order to play host to the avatars of advanced

artistic and curatorial initiatives. The clearimpetus formanylarge-scale international
exhibitions as suchis notnecessarilytobringabout amore complexunderstandingof
aftistic movements to local publics through the s1'rnbolic use and exchange of forms
and ideas ofinternational advanced an but to propagate a certain will to globality. By

so doing such exhibitions seek to embed the peripheral spaces ofcultural production
and institutional articulation in the trajectory ofinternationai artistic discourse. Mo-
dernityandmodernization mean,then, not onlyto develop agreaterproximirytothe
institutional patronage ofinternational anistic spheres but also to acquire and mas-

ter its language, to haruest its surplus resources, and ultimateiy to position and pro-
mote the periphery as a genuine destination of artistic modernity. I shall not speak

here of some of the links to economies, tourism, regional revitaiization, nationalism,
etc., as it is obvious that theyallfigure as part ofthe complexmechanism at playinthe
formation of large international exhibitions or the building of new museums.
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tYtll if the desire for moderniry and mod-
ernization propel some institutions of
international contemporary aft, it would
be misieading to think of them, especially
those that exist outside the context ofthe
large industrial centers of the West, as

merely mimicked copies and pale imita-
tions (pardon the pun) of the authentic
thing as it is constituted in the West. The
very notion of proximity to the West as a

strategy enunciated within the dialectical
framework of the relations of power in-

herent in the development of the discourse of artistic modernity is a double-edged

sword. Such a sword cuts a swath between the revolutionary and emancipatory por-
tents of the postcolonial critique of master narratives and the nationalist rhetoric
oftradition and authenticity. From the foregoing then, we can say quite clearly that
the periphery does not simplistically absorb and internalize what it does not need.

Nor does it vitiate its own critical power by becoming subservient to the rules of the
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center. In the wake ofthe globalization ofculture and art, the postcolonial response

to it has produced a newkind ofspace, a discourse ofopen contestations which does

not spring merely from resistance, but rather is buiit on an ethics of dissent. There-
fore, in its discursive proximity to Western modes of thought, postcolonial theory
transforms this dissent into an enabling agent of historical transformation and thus
is able to expose some Western epistemological limits and contradictions.

Let me be more demonstrative. In his book Modet nity at Large: Cultural Dimensions

of Globalization, A4'un Appadurai put the issue ofwhat I have called open contesta-
tions in a much more elegant way when he tells the story of the circuitous map of
global cultural networks in the twin instances of mass mobility and mass mediation
as paradigms of globality and locality. He writes:

As with mediation, s0 with motion. The story of mqss migrations (voluntary
and forced) is hardly a new feature of human history. But when it is juxta-
posed with the rapid flow of mass-mediated images, sct"ipts, qnd sensations,

we have a new o?"der of instability in the prod.wction of modetm swbjectivities.
As Turkish guest workers in Gerrnany wqtch Turkish fiIms in their Getqnan

flats, as Koreans in Philadelphia watch the t988 Olympics in Seoul through
satellite feeds fvlm Korea, and as Pakistani cab dritters in Chicago listen to
cassettes of sennons reclrded in mosques in Pakistan 0r IrQn, we see mouing
images meet detert'itorialized viewev"s. These creqte diasporic public spheres,

phenomena that confownd theot"ies that dep end on the continued salience of the

nation-state as the kqt arbiter of itnpofiant social changes. . . ' In this scene,

both persons and images ofien meet unpredictably, outside the ceftainties of
home and the col'don sanitaire of local and national media effects. This mobile

and unfot'eseeable relationship between mass-mediated events and tnigratoty
audiences defines the core of the link between globalization and the modern.'o

What exactly does Appadurai mean when he writes about diasporic public spheres?

Who and what is the public that is referred to here? Does not the very concept of
diaspora as a historical condition through which global cuitural processes are medi-
ated confront us with another antinomy in the dialectic between the tribal and the
modern, particularly in circumstances where diasporic cultures indigenize them-
selves on the soil ofother entrenched values? Here, I retum once more to the Brook-
l)n barbershop scene, but now seen from the purwiew ofits proliferation, not on the
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occasion ofthe journeyout into slaveryandindenture,but onthe basis of its inscrip-
tion into and passage through the global scene ofcuitural translation. Today, the

Brookl)'n barbershop represents the site of another diasporic public sphere' a new

transnational locality embedded in the networks of knowiedge, labor (intellectual
and manual), trade, tourism, immigration, technology, and finance. writ large, the

diasporic public sphere articulates the distinctive travelogue of twentieth-century
modernity while writing new concepts of translocalization and transnationaliza-

tion of culture within twenry-first-century globalizing processes. The diasporic

public sphere offers the clearest example ofwhat N6stor Garcia Canclini, in his book

Hybrid Culture$ calls strategies for entering and leaving modernity. This to and fro
movement predisposes Michel de Certeau's "everyday user" towards the instru-
mentalization of his/her own agency. The diasporic then delineates late moderniry's

transnational, transcultural, postcolonial, and global attitudes towards such con-

cepts as identiry culture, nationality, and citizenship. It postulates an open-ended

relationship,with avarietyofinstitutional productions and private experiences, be-

tween professional and personal identity models. The diasporic, through its twists
and turns, from indeterminacy and contingency to indigeneiry shows us, in a para-

doxical sense, both the limits of identity discourse and the fate of a1l leitkulturen"

in the wake of the mass mobilitynot only of people travelingbeyond home, nation,

race, ethnicity, and continent but also of all forms of migratory knowledge, cultural
iconography, artistic objects, contemporarysubjectivities, andthe networks of their
distribution, mediation, and interpretation.

If I have dwelled on the notion ofthe diasporic public sphere, it was to show how

intertrvined it is with the conditions ofthe global, evenwhen it objectifies the cease-

less contradictions and antagonismbetweenthe two, especiallyin the ways inwhich
questions of center and periphery local and global, national and regional, enlight-

ened and backward, mobility and stasis, citizen and subjects, and cosmopolitan

and provincial sit within them. One visible space where one often encounters these

contradictions and antagonisms is in the social, political, and cultural sphere ofthe
global ciry. As it emerges from the spatial and temporal disorientation ofthe globai

ciry the diasporic public sphere becomes the space where the problems of transla-

tion for culture arises. Avid for the critical incarnation of new forms of experimen-

tal production, cultural translation in the global present confronts us with a way to
begin again, whereby the past is neither a foreign country nor simply the authentic

name of origin. From the foregoing we can then say that the recent phenomenon of
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biennials in the periphery should not be bemoaned as a readynade example of the
biennial s1'ndrome. Instead, there is a need to see in the biennial phenomenon the
possibilityof aparadigm shift inwhichwe as spectators are able to encounter many
experimental cultures without wholly possessing them.

sPrcffirr,
BUT what of the critique that biennials
and other large-scale exhibitions foster
an environment of speculative artistic
enterprises and of spectacle, and in so
doing undercut the critical autonomy of
artistic practices from being appropri-
atedbyforces ofthe market, ideology, and
media? I will address this critique in rwo
ways: one, through the idea ofwhat I shall
call "strategic globaliry," and the other,
through the idea of spectatorship. I will
formulate my argument through a reading
of Guy Debord's Sociely of Spectacle and
Michel de Certeau's idea of the everyday

sPtcilt0R$iltP,

user as not a passive consumer and receiver ofculture but an active panicipant and
agent whose critical engagement with cuiture makes the complexity of its meaning
more focused. Pierre Bourdieu, inhis study TheFieldof CulturalProduction, imagines
the field of culture as a habitus where position-takings among users and produc-
ers create a strong dialectical framework through which culture makes its institu-
tional, ideological, conceptual, and other practices visible. From these assumptions
I would like to address the question of multiculturalism as one moment when the
contradictory aspirations ofusers, agents, producers, institutions, and communi-
ties converge.

Before we look at the multicultural bogeyman, let us first examine the question of
exhibitions of art as spectacle. It has been often argued that the chiefvalue of all in-
stitutionai forms of mega-exhibitions (biennials, triennials, Documenta, cultural
capitals, festivals ofculture, blockbuster exhibitions ofmodern and classical Euro-
pean art, ethnographic exhibitions, world's fairs, etc.) is grounded in the domain of
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spectacle and the spectacularization ofart and culture through the process ofdif-
fusion and reproduction of excess. While this is cenainly the case, I would argue

that such exhibitions address themselves not to the ideal viewer whose senses have

already been co-opted and homogenized into the institutional logic of display and

transformation, but a general viewer who represents an unknown demographic in
the fragmented network ofglobal cultural exchange. This general spectator I see

linedbefore us inthe field of spectatorship that aniculates itself, not inside Debord's
critique of spectacle but as a new instance of spectatorial experience through diffu-
sion and differentiation.

Thus, the general field of spectatorship as an active field of everyday users' agents,

producers, and position-takings, in the context ofrecent postcolonial, postimperial
discourse, inserts anew Spectatorwhose gaze uponthe mottled screen ofmodernity
is counter-hegemonic/counter-normative, and not simpiy counter-cultural. It is in
the sense that postcoloniai subjective claims (multiculturalism,libe'ration theology,
resistance art, feminist and queer theory questions of third cinema, antiapartheid,
environmental and ecological movements, rights of indigenous peoples, minority
demands, etc.) deviate from the hegemonic concept of spectatorial totality and ren-
der it fragmentary. It brings up all sons of counter-hegemonlc conceptions of look-
ing and of how ideas of art and culture may be rearticulated and reimagined in the
wake of the globalization of social temporalities that have emerged at the end of the
long cycie of the world system of capitalism."

Though there have been many celebrations of the death of multiculturalism in the
service of a higher, more exemplary leitkultur motif, we must continue to remind
ourselves that what the multicultural paradigm opened up was a space (to return
to the teffn again) of open contestations and deliberations around what James Clif-
ford has noted as the "radically as)rynmetrical relations of power" that was the rule
in most institutional practices. And despite some of the shortcomings of multicul-
tural discourse, its ethical project of citizenship, recognition of difference, toler-
ance, and respect for other cultures and forms of lMng remains today quite salient.

No more so than in the post-September 11 return to the old asynmetrical discourse

of the clash of civilizations. Multiculturalism at its best is inclusive and makes clear

the complex cuitural and social maps of alt globalizing societies. It unbinds the dis-

course of art and culture from the false natal bonds of ethnocentrism, while shorv-

ing powerfully and criticaliy that relations of exchange between cultures are also
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necessarily adumbrated by strong relations of power. And it is in the realm of power
that multicultural discourse showed that when placed at the service ofnationalistic
identification, power could easily turn into tools of exclusion and marginalization.

As we rethink the vaiues ofthe emergent forms of spectatorship that give a new criti-
cal insight into the historical condition ofglobalization, I would like to conclude by
invoking,throughthe politicai critique ofimperialismbyMichael Hardt andAntonio
Negri intheirbookEtnpire,wlnat anewhorizon of spectatorship-the space of open
contestations and deliberations-means for non-nationalist art and culture. In
Empire, Hardt and Negri claim that former domains of relations of social produc-
tion became untied from the nation-state apparatus and its imperial program. And
with this unbundling, a new t)?e of sovereignty, within a regime which they have
given the name "Empire," has emerged. It is a movement that mobilizes the force of
critical counter-hegemonic movements whose sovereignty supersedes the nation-
state's imperial claims to such things as territorial autonomy, self-determination, a
view of economic totality, and an ability to regulate all economic and cultural life.
Since "Empire" has no boundaries, no limits, and since it encompasses what they call
a spatial totality (that is, it is everywhere), the counterpoint to its pernicious global
apparatus is to be found in the resistance logic forged outside its sphere ofinfluence.

If, as this stellar work arg'ues, "the sovereignty of nation-state was the cornerstone
of the imperiaiism of European powers constructed throughout the modern era,"
how can we properly situate today the phenomenon of mega-exhibitions that stili
function under the imprimatur of the nation-state's view of culture? While there
can be no singular answer to this question, Hardt and Negri begin such a discussion
by insisting that mega-exhibitions have adopted the idea ofthe global from the per-
spective of the imperial and colonial mode of differentiation and homogenization,
absorption anddiffusion. Theyhave notbeen attentive enoughto that differentiated
position ofgeneral spectatorship that announced simultaneously the twilight ofthe
nation-state and the dawn of empire. As such, I will claim that Debord's notion ofthe
"society of spectacle" was only panially attentive to the new sovereign power that is
to come in the wake of "Empire." In Debord's scheme, such a sovereign power was

flattened out by the spectacle-producing effects ofcapitalism. Everything, all social
life, was seen to be caught in the optical haze of mediation, perpetually ringed bythe
fearful machines of media absorption. The logic ofthe spectaclewas onthe one hand
a colonial one as Debord rightfully showed. On the other hand, this reading of the
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slmptomatic logic of imperial discourse did not completely displace it. The society

of spectacle, then, was one concerned chiefly with the negative diaiectic where the

relations of production, circulation, dissemination' reception' and acculturation
proper to the European domain ofculture find their expression. It did not, however,

probe deeply into the discrepant categories of spectacle whose energies and modes

of aniculating their strategic globality within domains of cosmopolitan networks

and relations of social production are strictly anti-imperialist and counter-hege-

monic. Such strategies of globality introduce into the contemporary artistic and

cultural circuits new relations ofspectatorship whose program ofsocial differen-
tiation, polltical expression, and cultural specificity reworks the notion of spectacle

and constructs it as the site ofnew relations ofpower and cultural translation. It is
here that I believe that certain cases of mega-exhibitions function, especiallywhen

viewed through Mikhail Bakhtin's notion of the carnivalesque. The gap between the

spectacle and the carnivalesque is the space, I believe, where certain exhibition prac-

tices, as models ofresistance against the deep de-personalization and acculturation
of global capitalism, recapture a new logic for the dissemination and reception of
contemporaryvisual culture today. a
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